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YNAL the Handmaid's Tale 2016

2016-07-22

get everything you need to achieve your full potential at english
literature a level or as with york notes study guides now updated for
assessment objectives 1 to 5

The Franklin's Prologue and Tale, Geoffrey
Chaucer

2000

key features study methods introduction to the text summaries with
critical notes themes and techniques textual analysis of key passages
author biography historical and literary background modern and
historical critical approaches chronology glossary of literary terms

The Handmaid's Tale: York Notes for A-level
ebook edition

2017-07-27

get everything you need to achieve your full potential at english
literature a level or as with york notes study guides now updated for
assessment objectives 1 to 5



The Miller's Prologue and Tale: York Notes
Advanced Everything You Need to Catch Up,
Study and Prepare for and 2023 and 2024
Exams and Assessments

2000-01-18

key features study methods introduction to the text summaries with
critical notes themes and techniques textual analysis of key passages
author biography historical and literary background modern and
historical critical approaches chronology glossary of literary terms

The Spire

2013-11-05

succumb to one churchman s apocalyptic vision in this prophetic tale
by the radical nobel laureate and author of lord of the flies william
golding recorded by benedict cumberbatch as an audiobook there
were three sorts of people those who ran those who stayed and those
who were built in dean jocelin has a vision that god has chosen him to
erect a great spire his master builder fearfully advises against it for the
old cathedral was miraculously built without foundations but jocelin is
obsessed with fashioning his prayer in stone as his halo of hair grows
wilder and his dark angel darker the spire rises octagon upon octagon
pinnacle by pinnacle watched over by the gargoyles until the stone
pillars shriek the earth beneath creeps and the spire s shadow falls like
an axe on the medieval world below astounding so recklessly



beautiful so sad and so strange holds such a place in my soul that it s
more or less a sacred text sarah perry a kind of miracle genius
guardian quite simply a marvel nyrb superb a classic rebecca west a
master fabulist an iconoclast john fowles a visionary his masterwork of
faith folly and desperate desire golding at his best benjamin myers

The Miller's Prologue and Tale

2016-06-02

six hundred year old tales with modern relevance this stunning full
colour edition from the bestselling cambridge school chaucer series
explores the complete text of the miller s prologue and tale through a
wide range of classroom tested activities and illustrated information
including a map of the canterbury pilgrimage a running synopsis of
the action an explanation of unfamiliar words and suggestions for
study cambridge school chaucer makes medieval life and language
more accessible helping students appreciate chaucer s brilliant
characters his wit sense of irony and love of controversy

The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories

2012-10-31

discover angela carter s classic feminist retelling of favourite fairy tales
interwoven by a master of seductive luminous storytelling from
familiar fairy tales and legends red riding hood bluebeard puss in boots
beauty and the beast vampires and werewolves angela carter has
created an absorbing collection of dark sensual fantastic stories whether
you re discovering these stories for the first time or revisiting them



after years away the bloody chamber and other stories remains an
astounding collection by one of the twentieth century s most exciting
and original writers magnificent set pieces of fastidious sensuality ian
mcewan author of lessons a quirky original and baroque stylist
margaret atwood author of the testaments featuring an introduction
from award winning short story writer helen simpson

Twelfth Night: York Notes for AS and A2

2013-07-29

an instant classic and eerily prescient cultural phenomenon from the
patron saint of feminist dystopian fiction new york times now an
award winning hulu series starring elizabeth moss in this multi award
winning bestselling novel margaret atwood has created a stunning
orwellian vision of the near future this is the story of offred one of the
unfortunate handmaids under the new social order who have only
one purpose to breed in gilead where women are prohibited from
holding jobs reading and forming friendships offred s persistent
memories of life in the time before and her will to survive are acts of
rebellion provocative startling prophetic and with margaret atwood s
devastating irony wit and acute perceptive powers in full force the
handmaid s tale is at once a mordant satire and a dire warning

The Handmaid's Tale

2011-09-06

margaret atwood s popular dystopian novel a handmaid s tale engages
the reader with a broad range of issues relating to power gender and



religious politics this guide provides an overview of the key critical
debates and interpretations of the novel and encourages you to engage
with key questions and readings in your reading of the text it
includes discussion of key themes and concepts including
representation of women s roles gender sexuality and power language
style and form dystopias and genre fictions power control and
religious fundamentalism combining helpful guidance on reading
atwood s text with overviews of significant stylistic and thematic
issues and an introduction to criticism this is an ideal companion to
reading and studying a handmaid s tale

Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale

2010-06-03

thrilling paula hawkins compulsive the times searing brit bennett
devastating observer unforgettable ashley audrain brilliant chris
whitaker ansel packer is scheduled to die in twelve hours but this is
not his story ansel doesn t want to die he wants to be celebrated
understood yet now he awaits the same fate he forced on those girls
years ago this is the story of the women who survive as the clock
ticks down three women a mother a sister a detective reckon with
the choices that culminate in tragedy the impact on those in its wake
and the possibility of redemption winner of the mwa edgar award for
best novel 2023

Notes on an Execution

2022-01-25



the ultimate guides to exam success york notes for as a2 are brand
new and have been specifically designed to help you get the very
best grade you can they are comprehensive easy to use packed with
valuable features and written by experienced examiners and teachers
to give you an expert understanding of the text critical approaches
and the all important exam this edition covers the kite runner and
includes an enhanced exam skills section which includes essay plans
expert guidance on understanding questions and sample answers you
ll know exactly what you need to do and say to ge

York Notes AS/A2: The Kite Runner Kindle
edition

2013-09-16

provides teaching strategies background and suggested resources
reproducible student pages to use before during and after reading
cover

Canterbury Tales Study Guide

2000-11-01

see if she is dark or fair and if you can notice if her hands be white if
not see if they look as though she had ever done housework or are
milker s hands like mine so rhoda brook the abandoned mistress of
farmer lodge is jealous to discover details of his new bride in the
withered arm the title story in this selection of hardy s finest short
stories hardy s first story destiny and a blue cloak was written fresh



from the success of far from the madding crowd beautiful in their
own right these stories are also testing grounds for the novels in their
controversial sexual politics their refusal of romance structures and
their elegiac pursuit of past lost loves several of the stories in the
withered arm were collected to form the famous volume wessex tales
1888 the first time hardy denoted wessex to describe his fictional
world the withered arm is the first of a new two volume selection of
hardy s short stories edited with an introduction and notes by kristin
brady

Drama, Narrative and Poetry in the
Canterbury Tales

2003

an enhanced exam section expert guidance on approaching exam
questions writing high quality responses and using critical
interpretations plus practice tasks and annotated sample answer
extracts key skills covered focused tasks to develop analysis and
understanding plus regular study tips revision questions and progress
checks to help students track their learning the most in depth analysis
detailed text summaries and extract analysis to in depth discussion of
characters themes language contexts and criticism all helping students
to reach their potential

The Withered Arm and Other Stories



1874-1888

2006-08-31

do you want a better understanding of the text do you want to know
how to improve your grade do you want to know how examiners
think whatever you want york notes can help york notes for gcse
offer an exciting approach to english literature and will help you to
achieve a better grade this market leading series has been completely
updated to reflect the needs of today s students the new additions are
packed with detailed summaries commentaries on key themes
characters language and style illustrations exam advice and much
more written by gcse esaminers and teachers york notes are the
authoritative guides to exam success features include improve your
grade section examiner s secrets checkpoints to test your
understanding check the net film book features self tests with space
for answers author and context section fun and interesting facts about
the text

The Great Gatsby: York Notes for A-Level

2015-08-04

1 new york times bestseller more than one million copies sold a today
show read with jenna book club pick a new york times notable book
and chosen by oprah daily time npr the washington post bill gates and
barack obama as a best book of the year wise and wildly entertaining
permeated with light wit youth the new york times book review a
classic that we will read for years to come jenna bush hager read with



jenna book club fantastic set in 1954 towles uses the story of two
brothers to show that our personal journeys are never as linear or
predictable as we might hope bill gates a real joyride elegantly
constructed and compulsively readable npr the bestselling author of a
gentleman in moscow and rules of civility and master of absorbing
sophisticated fiction returns with a stylish and propulsive novel set in
1950s america in june 1954 eighteen year old emmett watson is
driven home to nebraska by the warden of the juvenile work farm
where he has just served fifteen months for involuntary
manslaughter his mother long gone his father recently deceased and
the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank emmett s intention is to
pick up his eight year old brother billy and head to california where
they can start their lives anew but when the warden drives away
emmett discovers that two friends from the work farm have hidden
themselves in the trunk of the warden s car together they have
hatched an altogether different plan for emmett s future one that will
take them all on a fateful journey in the opposite direction to the city
of new york spanning just ten days and told from multiple points of
view towles s third novel will satisfy fans of his multi layered literary
styling while providing them an array of new and richly imagined
settings characters and themes once again i was wowed by towles s
writing especially because the lincoln highway is so different from a
gentleman in moscow in terms of setting plot and themes towles is
not a one trick pony like all the best storytellers he has range he takes
inspiration from famous hero s journeys including the iliad the
odyssey hamlet huckleberry finn and of mice and men he seems to be
saying that our personal journeys are never as linear or predictable as
an interstate highway but he suggests when something or someone
tries to steer us off course it is possible to take the wheel bill gates



Selected Stories

2006

the post apocalyptic modern classic with an introduction by novelist
john banville in a burned out america a father and his young son walk
under a darkened sky heading slowly for the coast they have no idea
what if anything awaits them there the landscape is destroyed
nothing moves save the ash on the wind and cruel lawless men stalk
the roadside lying in wait attempting to survive in this brave new
world the young boy and his protector have nothing but a pistol to
defend themselves they must keep walking winner of the pulitzer
prize for fiction the road is an incandescent novel the story of a
remarkable and profoundly moving journey in this unflinching study
of the best and worst of humankind cormac mccarthy boldly divines a
future without hope but one in which miraculously this young family
finds tenderness an exemplar of post apocalyptic writing the road is a
true modern classic a masterful moving and increasingly prescient
novel this edition is part of the picador collection a series of the best in
contemporary literature inaugurated in picador s 50th anniversary
year

York Notes on The Clerk's Tale by Geoffrey
Chaucer

1987

sunday times number one bestseller rattling heartbreaking beautiful
atul gawande bestselling author of being mortal what makes life



worth living in the face of death at the age of thirty six on the verge
of completing a decade s training as a neurosurgeon paul kalanithi was
diagnosed with inoperable lung cancer one day he was a doctor
treating the dying the next he was a patient struggling to live when
breath becomes air chronicles kalanithi s transformation from a
medical student asking what makes a virtuous and meaningful life
into a neurosurgeon working in the core of human identity the brain
and finally into a patient and a new father paul kalanithi died while
working on this profoundly moving book yet his words live on as a
guide to us all when breath becomes air is a life affirming reflection
on facing our mortality and on the relationship between doctor and
patient from a gifted writer who became both a vital book about dying
awe inspiring and exquisite obligatory reading for the living nigella
lawson

The Lincoln Highway

2021-10-05

mariam is only fifteen when she is sent to kabul to marry rasheed
nearly two decades later a friendship grows between mariam and a
local teenager laila as strong as the ties between mother and daughter
when the taliban take over life becomes a desperate struggle against
starvation brutality and fear yet love can move a person to act in
unexpected ways and lead them to overcome the most daunting
obstacles with a startling heroism



The Road

2019-03-07

the instant 1 new york times bestseller an unforgettable and
hollywood bound new thriller a mix of hitchcockian suspense agatha
christie plotting and greek tragedy entertainment weekly the silent
patient is a shocking psychological thriller of a woman s act of violence
against her husband and of the therapist obsessed with uncovering her
motive alicia berenson s life is seemingly perfect a famous painter
married to an in demand fashion photographer she lives in a grand
house with big windows overlooking a park in one of london s most
desirable areas one evening her husband gabriel returns home late
from a fashion shoot and alicia shoots him five times in the face and
then never speaks another word alicia s refusal to talk or give any
kind of explanation turns a domestic tragedy into something far
grander a mystery that captures the public imagination and casts alicia
into notoriety the price of her art skyrockets and she the silent patient
is hidden away from the tabloids and spotlight at the grove a secure
forensic unit in north london theo faber is a criminal psychotherapist
who has waited a long time for the opportunity to work with alicia
his determination to get her to talk and unravel the mystery of why
she shot her husband takes him down a twisting path into his own
motivations a search for the truth that threatens to consume him

When Breath Becomes Air

2016-02-04



now a netflix limited series from producer and director shawn levy
stranger things starring mark ruffalo hugh laurie and newcomer aria
mia loberti winner of the pulitzer prize and national book award
finalist the beloved instant new york times bestseller and new york
times book review top 10 book about a blind french girl and a german
boy whose paths collide in occupied france as both try to survive the
devastation of world war ii marie laure lives with her father in paris
near the museum of natural history where he works as the master of
its thousands of locks when she is six marie laure goes blind and her
father builds a perfect miniature of their neighborhood so she can
memorize it by touch and navigate her way home when she is
twelve the nazis occupy paris and father and daughter flee to the
walled citadel of saint malo where marie laure s reclusive great uncle
lives in a tall house by the sea with them they carry what might be
the museum s most valuable and dangerous jewel in a mining town
in germany the orphan werner grows up with his younger sister
enchanted by a crude radio they find werner becomes an expert at
building and fixing these crucial new instruments a talent that wins
him a place at a brutal academy for hitler youth then a special
assignment to track the resistance more and more aware of the human
cost of his intelligence werner travels through the heart of the war
and finally into saint malo where his story and marie laure s converge
doerr s stunning sense of physical detail and gorgeous metaphors san
francisco chronicle are dazzling deftly interweaving the lives of marie
laure and werner he illuminates the ways against all odds people try
to be good to one another ten years in the writing all the light we
cannot see is a magnificent deeply moving novel from a writer whose
sentences never fail to thrill los angeles times



A Thousand Splendid Suns

2009-02-24

nine year old meena can t wait to grow up and break free from her
parents but as the daughter of the only punjabi family in the mining
village of tollington her struggle for independence is different from
most

The Silent Patient

2019-02-05

winner of the 2018 lucien stryk asian translation prize the english
language premiere of qiu miaojin s coming of age novel about queer
teenagers in taiwan a cult classic in china and winner of the 1995
china times literature award an nyrb classics original set in the post
martial law era of late 1980s taipei notes of a crocodile is a coming of
age story of queer misfits discovering love friendship and artistic
affinity while hardly studying at taiwan s most prestigious university
told through the eyes of an anonymous lesbian narrator nicknamed
lazi this cult classic is a postmodern pastiche of diaries vignettes mash
notes aphorisms exegesis and satire by an incisive prose stylist and
major countercultural figure afflicted by her fatalistic attraction to shui
ling an older woman lazi turns for support to a circle of friends that
includes a rich kid turned criminal and his troubled self destructive
gay lover as well as a bored mischievous overachiever and her
alluring slacker artist girlfriend illustrating a process of liberation from
the strictures of gender through radical self inquiry notes of a



crocodile is a poignant masterpiece of social defiance by a singular
voice in contemporary chinese literature

In Cold Blood

2014-05-06

representation and understanding

All the Light We Cannot See

2012-11-01

heart of darkness is often considered the world s best short novel the
book serves as a bridge between the 19th century and modernism an
adventure tale revolving around the ambiguity of themes such as
truth morality and evil joseph conrad witnessed the european
exploitation of the congo with his own eyes he once sailed up the
congo river himself to locate a countryman at a trading station deep
within the country even though this man wasn t named kurtz the
goal and enigma of the journey have become synonymous with this
name one of the most unforgettable fictional characters of our time
joseph conrad 1857 1924 was born in ukraine to polish parents went to
sea at the age of seventeen and ended his career as a captain in the
english merchant navy his most famous work is the novella heart of
darkness 1899 adapted into a film by francis ford coppola in 1979 as
apocalypse now



Anita and Me

2017-05-02

commentary chapter 32 summary commentary chapter 33 summary
commentary chapter 34 summary commentary chapter 35 summary
commentary chapter 36 summary commentary chapter 37 summary
commentary chapter 38 summary commentary chapter 39 summary
commentary chapter 40 summary commentary chapter 41 summary
commentary chapter 42 summary commentary glossary chapter 43
summary commentary chapter 44 summary commentary chapter 45
summary commentary chapter 46 summary commentary chapter 47
summary commentary chapter 48 summary commentary

Notes of a Crocodile

2014-06-28

this volume discusses children s literature through the ages from fairy
tales and early didactic literature through to the classics of the 19th
and 20th centuries and the modern day

Representation and Understanding

2023-11-21

in the past culture was a kind of vital consciousness that constantly
rejuvenated and revivified everyday reality now it is largely a
mechanism of distraction and entertainment notes on the death of
culture is an examination and indictment of this transformation



penned by none other than the nobel winner mario vargas llosa who
is not only one of our finest novelists but one of the keenest social
critics at work today taking his cues from t s eliot whose treatise notes
towards the definition of culture is a touchstone precisely because the
culture eliot aimed to describe has since vanished vargas llosa traces a
decline whose ill effects have only just begun to be felt he mourns in
particular the figure of the intellectual for most of the twentieth
century men and women of letters drove political aesthetic and moral
conversations today they have all but disappeared from public debate
but vargas llosa stubbornly refuses to fade into the background he is
not content to merely sign a petition he will not bite his tongue a
necessary provocateur here vividly translated by john king provides
an impassioned and essential critique of our time and culture

Heart of Darkness

2014-07-23

get everything you need to achieve your full potential at english
literature a level or as with york notes study guides now updated for
assessment objectives 1 to 5

York Notes Advanced Pride and Prejudice -
Digital Ed

2011

a tale of two cities 1859 is the second historical novel by charles
dickens set in london and paris before and during the french



revolution it depicts the plight of the french proletariat under the
brutal oppression of t e3he french aristocracy in the years leading up
to the revolution and the corresponding savage brutality demonstrated
by the revolutionaries toward the former aristocrats in the early years
of the revolution it follows the lives of several protagonists through
these events most notably charles darnay a french once aristocrat who
falls victim to the indiscriminate wrath of the revolution despite his
virtuous nature and sydney carton a dissipated english barrister who
endeavours to redeem his ill spent life out of love for darnay s wife
lucie manette

Children's Literature

2019-07-12

anyone who has read j d salinger s new yorker stories particularly a
perfect day for bananafish uncle wiggily in connecticut the laughing
man and for esme with love and squalor will not be surprised by the
fact that his first novel is full of children the hero narrator of the
catcher in the rye is an ancient child of sixteen a native new yorker
named holden caulfield through circumstances that tend to preclude
adult secondhand description he leaves his prep school in
pennsylvania and goes underground in new york city for three days
the boy himself is at once too simple and too complex for us to make
any final comment about him or his story perhaps the safest thing we
can say about holden is that he was born in the world not just strongly
attracted to beauty but almost hopelessly impaled on it there are many
voices in this novel children s voices adult voices underground voices
but holden s voice is the most eloquent of all transcending his own



vernacular yet remaining marvelously faithful to it he issues a
perfectly articulated cry of mixed pain and pleasure however like
most lovers and clowns and poets of the higher orders he keeps most
of the pain to and for himself the pleasure he gives away or sets aside
with all his heart it is there for the reader who can handle it to keep

York Notes for AQA GCSE (9-1) Rapid
Revision: Blood Brothers eBook Edition

2015-07-14

a fresh and exciting approach to english literature

Notes on the Death of Culture

2019-07-12

a fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school
teacher who dares to read depicts a future world in which all printed
reading material is burned

York Notes for AQA GCSE (9-1) Rapid
Revision: Frankenstein eBook Edition

2017-07-27



Wuthering Heights: York Notes for A-level
ebook edition

2021-04-11

A Tale of Two Cities Illustrated by (Hablot
Knight Browne (Phiz))

2018-11-06

The Catcher in the Rye

2003

The Merchant's Prologue & Tale, Geoffrey
Chaucer

1998

Conte de la servante

1968



Fahrenheit 451
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